SUPREME COURT OF NOVA SCOTIA

P.M.11

Practice Memorandum No. 11
Quieting Titles
Introduction
The judges of the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia exercised their power under Section 49 of the
Judicature Act to modify procedural provisions in the Quieting Titles Act so they conform with
the present Rules.
This practice memorandum guides applications or actions under the Act.
Action or Application
A claim for a certificate of title, and any claim joined with it under s. 3(2) of the Quieting Titles
Act, may be brought by action or by application in court. See, Rule 76A.02(1). Thus, the plaintiff
has a discretion to choose the route, and other parties who disagree with the choice have recourse
to Rule 6 – Choosing Between Action and Application.
Contents of Statement of Claim or Grounds
Section 5 of the Act requires inclusion of the following subjects in the statement of claim, and
Rule 76A.02(1) extends these to the statement of grounds in the notice of application:
•
•
•
•
•

a complete description of the land being claimed;
the names of owners and occupiers of lands adjoining the land being claimed;
whether the claimant or another person is, or claims to be, in actual or constructive
possession of the land;
the name of the person to whom the land is assessed for municipal rates or taxes and, if
available, a statement of the acreage upon which the assessment is based;
all rights of others in respect of the land the claimant admits to exist and all claims to
rights in respect of the land he or she knows about but does not admit.

What Must be Filed at Start
In addition to the notice of action or notice of application, the Act requires an affidavit and either
a certified abstract of title or a certified copy of the parcel register to be filed when the
originating document is filed. See, s. 5(2) and s. 6.
As provided in s. 5(2), the affidavit or affidavits must verify “every material particular” in the
statement of claim or grounds. An affidavit must conform with Rule 39 – Affidavit, including it
being limited to admissible evidence. See, Rule 39.02.
The abstract for Registry Act lands must conform with the standards and format discussed by the
late Justice Nathanson in Ratto v. Rainbow Realty Ltd., [1984] N.S.J. 501 (S.C.). In cases of land
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under the Land Registration Act, the plaintiff will file a summary of the parcel register, in the
same format as an abstract, unless the judge hearing the motion for directions orders otherwise.
A plan of the lands signed by a Nova Scotia Land Surveyor must be filed, unless a party satisfies
a judge that a plan is unnecessary. A judge will direct when a necessary plan is to be filed.
Parties and Notice
Subsection 4(2) of the Act permits the claimant to join only the Attorney General “in the first
instance”. However, subsection 9(7) requires the judge on the motion for directions to order the
joining of “those persons who appear to be asserting an active claim” and to direct “other persons
who appear to have an interest to be given notice of their right to intervene”.
It will promote the efficiency of the motion for directions, and lessen the chance of an
adjournment of the hearing, if the claimant does two things despite s. 4(2):
•
•

join other persons actively asserting a claim as defendants or respondents from the
beginning;
before the motion for directions, notify a non-party who appears to have an interest that
they have a right to intervene and of the time, date, and place of the hearing of the
motion.

Abutters should either be joined or given notice of their right to intervene.
The Act permits notice by newspaper advertisement. See, s. 9(6). This implies that unascertained
persons may be bound by a certificate of title if a judge directs an advertisement. A claimant who
seeks directions for an advertisement must produce evidence showing why persons should be
bound without service. If the interests are serious enough, consideration should be given to an
appointment under Rule 36 – Representative Party.
Service of the notice of action or notice of application on the other parties is governed by Rule
31 – Notice.
Service of the notice of a right to intervene is not covered by Rule 31 – Notice. The claimant
should:
•

•

•

notify persons who are not joined, but appear to have an interest, of the claim and of the
motion for directions by reasonable means reasonably in advance of the hearing of the
motion for directions;
provide evidence on the motion for directions about persons who were not joined but who
appear to have an interest, why they were not joined, and what has been done to notify
them;
request the judge hearing the motion for directions to approve the notice given to these
persons or direct further notice.
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Filing a Notice of Defence or Notice of Contest
The Act provides that it is unnecessary to file a defence. However, the motion for directions will
proceed more efficiently if a defendant or respondent who opposes the claim for a certificate
files a notice of defence or a notice of contest no more than fifteen business days after being
notified of the action or application in accordance with Rule 31 – Notice. See for example, Rule
5.08.
Briefs for Directions
The plaintiff or applicant must file a brief at least five business days before the hearing of the
motion for directions, and the defendant or respondent then has two business days to file a brief.
The claimant’s brief must explain the basis of the claim, name the abutters and others who may
have interests, and explain what has been done for notice. Reference is made to Rule 40 – Brief.
Participation by Attorney General
Counsel for the Attorney General must attend the hearing of all motions, unless a judge orders
otherwise. He or she must review all documents filed in the proceeding, report to the court
whether the requirements of the Quieting Titles Act have been met, ascertain who has been
notified, report whether all who are entitled to notice have been notified, and generally assist the
court unless a judge orders that his or her assistance is not needed.
Subjects for Directions
The parties to a motion for directions should give thought to the subjects to be raised for the
judge’s consideration. The case may have unique features, or nuances. Therefore, neither a
checklist nor the following list of subjects should be followed rigidly on a motion for directions.
The Act and the Rules contain numerous suggestions for subjects that may be considered on a
motion for directions. References to both are included in the following list:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

add defendants or intervenors, s. 9(5)(a), s. 9(7), Rule 5.13(2)(b), and Rule 35.10;
provide for notice to added parties;
provide for filing, and delivery, of a defence or notice of contest, s. 7(3);
require giving notice to a person of their right to intervene, s. 9(5)(a) and s. 9(7);
permit advertisement and settle the terms and the text, s. 9(6);
consolidate proceedings claiming certificates of title to the same or related land, Rule
37.02;
amend pleadings, s. 9(5)(b) and Rule 83.11;
review the abstract of title and specify the issues;
receive the report of counsel for the Attorney General;
make a reference under s. 9 of the Act and Rule 11 – Reference, and adjourn the motion
pending the referee’s report;
determine whether a plan of the lands is necessary and, if so, set a deadline for it to be
filed;
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•
•
•
•

in an uncontested proceeding in which all parties have been notified, grant a final order or
direct what must be done before the final order can be settled;
in a contested application, set a time, date, and place for the hearing, Rule 5.13(l);
in a contested action, set deadlines for trial readiness including a deadline to request a
date assignment conference, Rule 4.13;
determine the place of trial or hearing, s. 2 of the Land Actions Venue Act and Rule 32 –
Place of Proceeding.

Record of Directions
A judge who provides directions may create a record of them by correspondence or by
distributing a transcript. Otherwise, the judge may require a party to prepare a draft order
containing the directions, which order is settled as provided in Rule 78 – Order.
Order for Certificate of Title
An uncontested order may be granted at the hearing of the motion for directions or upon proof of
compliance with directions. In a contested proceeding decided in favour of the claimant, the
order is settled in the usual way.
Forms
Forms in the schedule to the Act are not mandatory. See, s. 21. The forms attached to this
practice memorandum are included to reflect the adaptation of the Act to the Rules. They are:
•
•
•
•
•

Paragraphs for statement of claim or grounds;
Notice of Right to Intervene;
Advertisement;
Order for Certificate;
Uncontested Certificate of Title.

Variations should be brought to the attention of a judge.

Adopted by the court on May 11, 2017.
________________________________________
Joseph P. Kennedy
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia
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[suggested paragraphs for statement of claim or “grounds for the order”]

1. [Describe each party making the claim.]
2. [Describe each party claimed against.]
3. The [plaintiff/applicant] files in this proceeding [an affidavit of
of
] verifying the particulars here pleaded.

/affidavits

4. The [plaintiff/applicant] files in this proceeding [an abstract of title/a certified copy of
the parcel register and a summary of it] of the following land, about which the
[plaintiff/applicant] claims a certificate of title under the Quieting Titles Act:

[description]

.
5. The land is abutted by the following:
a) to the [direction] , by [land owned by and in the possession of
/land owned by
and in the possession of
road named
/other]

/a public

b) to the…
c) to the…
d) etc.
6. [The claimant has had actual possession of the land since
./The claimant
has been in constructive possession of the land since
and particulars of
the constructive possession are as follows:/The land is in the possession of a person other
than the claimant, namely
./A person other than the claimant is or
claims to be in possession, namely
. /Other.]
7. Since
_

, the land has been assessed for municipal rates and taxes in the name of
.
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8. [The land is not encumbered by a mortgage./The mortgagee of the land consented to this
proceeding being brought.]
9. The following persons have the following interests in the land, which the
[plaintiff/applicant] admits:

list of names and interests

.
10. The following persons claim the following interests in the land, which the
[plaintiff/applicant] denies:

list of names and claims

.
11. The [plaintiff/applicant] claims:
a) a certificate of title under the Quieting Titles Act in favour of the
[plaintiff/applicant] for [the fee simple in the land/a right of way over part of the
land described in
to use the part for
/other
property right] .
b) [Additional claims under s. 3(2) of the Quieting Titles Act.]
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20

No.

Supreme Court of Nova Scotia

Between: [copy standard heading]
[name]

[title in proceeding]
and

[name]

[title in proceeding]

Notice of Right to Intervene
Claim for Certificate of Title
[name of claimant] started an
Quieting Titles Act to land:

[action/application]

claiming a certificate of title under the

[description]

.
A certificate of title issued by the court under the Act is binding on all persons whether or not they
are parties to the proceeding. The certificate may be conditional or unconditional.

Right to Intervene
This notice is delivered to you because [you claimed to have an interest when you
./you
appear to have an interest, namely
./you own or possess abutting lands./Other] .
A person who is in possession of the land, or part of it, or who asserts a right in respect of the land,
or a part of it, or who may be adversely affected if a certificate of title to the land is issued to the
[plaintiff/applicant]
may make a motion to a judge to be added as a party to the
[action/application] .
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Motion for Directions [omit if notice is given after the motion for directions is heard]
At
[a.m./p.m.] on
, 20
the [plaintiff/applicant] will appear before
a judge at the [Law Courts/Courthouse],
Street,
, Nova Scotia
to make a motion for an order giving directions for the conduct of the [action/application] . You
may make a motion to be added as a party at that time by filing with the prothonotary a notice of
motion, designation of address for delivery, and supporting affidavit and appearing at the date,
time, and place above.

Motion to be Added [omit if notice is given before the motion for directions]
You may make a motion to be added as a party by following Rule 23 – Chambers Motion, unless
a judge permits another procedure for making the motion. The notice of motion, your designation
of address for delivery, and supporting affidavit must be filed no later than the
day of
_
, 20
.

Filing and Delivering Documents
Any documents you file with the court must be filed at the office of the prothonotary
Street,
Nova Scotia (telephone #
).
When you file a document you must immediately deliver a copy of it to each other party entitled
to notice, unless the document is part of an ex parte motion, the parties agree delivery is not
required, or a judge orders it is not required.

Contact Information
The [plaintiff/applicant] designates the following address:

[designated address]

.
Documents delivered to this address are considered received by the [plaintiff/applicant] on
delivery. Further contact information is available from the prothonotary.

Signature
Signed

, 20
___________________________
Signature
Print name:
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[Advertisement]

20

No.

Supreme Court of Nova Scotia

Between: [copy standard heading]
[name]

[title in proceeding]
and

[name]

[title in proceeding]

Notice of Claim under Quieting Titles Act
In the captioned proceeding,
land:

claims a certificate of title for the following

[description approved by judge]

.
A person who fears they may be adversely affected by such a certificate may contest the claim
by making a motion in court before the
, day of
, 20 to be joined as a defendant.
The motion documents may be filed with the prothonotary at the [Law Courts/Courthouse]
_
Street,
, Nova Scotia. Copies must be delivered to the
undersigned and the other parties at the same time as they are filed.

Signed

, 20
___________________________
Signature
Name:
Address:
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20

No.

Supreme Court of Nova Scotia

Between: [copy standard heading]
[name]

[title in proceeding]
and

[name]

[title in proceeding]

Order
Before the Honourable Justice

in Chambers

The [plaintiff/applicant] started proceedings for a certificate of title under the Quieting Titles
Act. The [plaintiff/applicant] complied with directions given on the
day of
,
20
. No one opposed the claim although parties were notified as required by Rule 31 – Notice
and persons with possible interests received notice of their right to intervene.
On motion of

the following is ordered:

1. The prothonotary must issue a certificate of title in the form attached as schedule A to this
order.
2. The attorney general is entitled to costs on a solicitor and client basis.

, 20
_________________________________
Prothonotary
Consented
__________________________________
Signature
Print name:
Solicitor for the Attorney General
[other parties]
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20

No.

Supreme Court of Nova Scotia

Between: [copy standard heading]
[name]

[title in proceeding]
and

[name]

[title in proceeding]

Certificate of Title under Quieting Titles Act
This certifies under the Quieting Titles Act that
of
Nova Scotia is entitled to [the fee simple/a right of way/other] in the following land:

,

[description]

.
subject to the exceptions in s. 16(2) of the Act for municipal charges, certain leases, rights to
expropriate and outstanding matrimonial property rights and subject to [list further reservations
determined by judge] .

, 20
_________________________________
Prothonotary
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